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Abstract
This is a progress report on the extension of the analysis of [1] to constructing a complete
list of O(q4) terms in the presence of external elds, directly within Heavy Baryon Chiral
Perturbation Theory (HBChPT) assuming isospin symmetry. In addition to a phase rule to
implement all symmetries including charge conjugation invariance directly at the nonrela-
tivistic level, generalized Jacobi identities, curvature relation (that relates the commutator of
two covariant derivatives to a linear combination of the traceless and isosinglet eld strengths
and the commutator of two axial vector building blocks) and the relationship between the
antisymmetrized covariant derivative - axial-(building block) vector commutator and another
traceless eld strength, are used to ensure linear independence of the terms and their low
energy coupling constants. For external eld-dependent terms, unlike as in [1], reparameter-
ization invariance imposes no constraints on the coupling constants for o-shell nucleons (it
does for on-shell nucleons). We rst construct O(q4) terms for o-shell nucleons, and then
perform the on-shell reduction, again within HBChPT.
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Heavy Baryon Chiral Perturbation Theory (HBChPT) is a nonrelativistic (with respect to the
\heavy" baryons) eective eld theory used for studying meson-baryon interactions at low energies,
typically below the mass of the rst non-Goldstone resonance (See [2, 3, 4]). The degrees of freedom
of SU(2) ( isospin) HBChPT (which will be considered in this paper) are the (derivatives of)
pion-triplet, the nucleon elds and the external elds.
Recently, a method was developed to generate HBChPT Lagrangian (LHBChPT) for o-shell nu-
cleons directly within HBChPT, which as stated in [5], can prove useful when applying HBChPT
to nuclear processes in which the nucleons are bound, and hence o-shell. This method has the ad-
vantage of not having to bother to start with the relativistic BChPT Lagrangian and then carry out
the nonrelativistic reduction. It is thus shorter than the standard approach to HBChPT as given
in [6], showed explicitly up to O(q3) in [5]. In the context of o-shell nucleons, the upshot of the
method developed is a phase rule (See (6),[5]) to implement charge conjugation invariance (along
with Lorentz invariance, parity, hermiticity and isospin symmetry) directly within HBChPT. The
phase rule, along with additional reductions from a variety of algebraic identities, was used to con-
struct, directly within HBChPT, a complete list of o-shell O(q3) terms (in the isospin-conserving
approximation and in the abscence of external elds). We also showed that the on-shell limit of
the list of terms obtained matches the corresponding list in [6] (in which the HBChPT Lagrangian
up to O(q3) was constructed starting from the relativistic BChPT Lagrangian).
For a complete and precise calculation in the single-nucleon sector to one loop, e.g., 1-loop
corrections to pion production o a single (on-shell) nucleon, because of convergence problems
(assocated with the amplitude \D2" for pion production o a single nucleon), one needs to go
up to O(q4) (See [4, 7, 8]). A complete list of the divergent O(q4) -nucleon interaction terms
in the presence of external elds was constructed in [8], but again starting from the relativistic
BChPT Lagrangian. In [1], we constructed a complete list of O(q4) terms working entirely within
the framework of HBChPT in the absence of external elds and in the isospin-conserving approx-
imation. In this paper, we extend the list to include the external vector and axial vector elds.
For simplicity, we continue to assume isospin symmetry.
Section 2 has the basics and sets up the notations. In Section 3, reductions obtained in addition
to (6) due to algebraic identities such as generalized Jacobi identities and curvature relation, etc.
are discussed. In Section 4, the complete lists of O(q4) terms is given. Because of overcompleteness
of some terms in the \(0,4,0,0)" and \(1,3,0,0)" categories in [1], and because of the fact that the
aforementioned Jacobi identities and curvature relation require one to consider the external eld-
dependent and independent terms together, we include the list of terms in [1] (havring rectied
the overcompleteness) alongwith the external-eld dependent terms. In Section 5 we discuss the
derivation of the external eld-dependent on-shell O(q4) Lagrangian, again within HBChPT using
the techniques of [5]. Section 6 has the conclusion which includes remarks on the work done.
2 The Basics
The HBChPT Lagrangian is written in terms of the \upper component" H (and its hermitian
adjoint H), exponentially parameterized matrix-valued meson elds U; u  pU , baryon (\v; S")
2
and pion-eld-dependent (\D; u; , F ; v
(s)
 ") building blocks dened below:
H  eimvx 1
2
(1 + /v) ; (1)
where   Dirac spinor and m  the nucleon mass;











; where   ~  ~ ; (3)
where ~ 2 nucleon isospin generators; D = @ + Γ − iv(s) where Γ  12

(uy(@ − ir)u +
u(@ − il)uy

(v(s) is the isosinglet vector eld needed to generate the electromagnetic current




;   uyuyuyu, where   M2 for this paper;
F  uyFRuuFLuy where FR  @[r]− i:[r; u ], and FL  @[l]− i[l; l ] and v(s)  @[v(s)]
in which r  V + A; l  V − A, where V; A are external vector and axial-vector elds.
Terms of the L(H)BChPT constructed from products of building blocks will automatically be
chiral invariant. Symbolically, a term in LHBChPT can be written as just a product of the building















uSr  (m; n; p; q; t; u; k)  O(qm+n+2p+2q+2k+2t+2u): (4)
A systematic path integral derivation for LHBChPT based on a paper by Mannel et al [9], starting
from LBChPT was rst given by Bernard et al [7]. As shown by them, after integrating out h from






an expression in the upper components only i.e. for non-relativistic nucleons. So the terms of
LHBChPT in this paper are given as operators on the H-spinors. For o-shell nucleons, γ0Byγ0C−1B 2
A, and hence, listing A-type terms will suce.
The phase rule derived in [5] can be modied to include external elds. After doing so, one
gets: HBChPT terms (that are Lorentz scalar - isoscalars of even parity) made hermitian using a
prescription for constructing hermitian (anti-)commutators discussed in [5], consisting of q −’s,




 ’s, for which the
following phase rule is satised, are the only terms allowed:
(−1)q+P+j+k+t+u = 1: (6)
In [5] for k = t = u = 0, (6) was used to generate complete lists up to O(q3) in the absence of
external vector and axial-vector elds. In this paper, the same phase rule is used to construct
complete lists of O(q4) including external elds.
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Let A;B;C;D be operators chosen from the pion-eld dependent building blocks of (4). In
what follows, and especially in Section 3, use will be made of a notation of [12]: (A;B)  [A;B]
or [A;B]+. One can then show that apart from the (0,0,0,2,0,0,0)-, (0,0,2,0,0,0,0)-, (0,0,0,0,2,0,0)-
, (0,0,0,0,0,0,2)- and (0,0,0,0,1,0,1)-type terms (using the notation of (4)), the following is the
complete list of O(q4; 2n) terms (using (6)):
(i) (A; (B; (C;D)))  (a)[A; [B; [C;D]+]]; (b)[A; [B; [C;D]]+];
(c)[A; [B; [C;D]]]+; (d)[A; [B; [C;D]+]+]+;
(ii) ((A;B); (C;D))  (a)[[A;B]; [C;D]+]; (b)[[A;B]+; [C;D]];
(c)[[A;B]; [C;D]]+; (d)[[A;B]+; [C;D]+]+;
(iii) i(A; (B; (C;D)))  (a)i[A; [B; [C;D]+]+]; (b)i[A; [B; [C;D]+]]+;
(c)i[A; [B; [C;D]]+]+; (d)i[A; [B; [C;D]]];
(iv) i((A;B); (C;D))  (a)i[[A;B]; [C;D]]; (b)i[[A;B]+; [C;D]+];
(c)i[[A;B]; [C;D]+]+; (d)i[[A;B]+; [C;D]]+;
(v) i(A; (B;C))  (a)i[A; [B;C]]+; (b)i[A; [B;C]+]; (c)A$ B;
(d)i[[A;B]; C]+; (e)i[[A;B]+; C];
(vi) (A; (B;C))  (a)[A; [B;C]]; (b)[A; [B;C]+]+; (c)A$ B
(d)[[A;B]; C]; (e)[[A;B]+; C]+; (7)
where it is understood that of all the possible terms implied by (i)(A; (B; (C;D))), (i)((A;B); (C;D))
and (i)(A; (B;C)), only those that are allowed by (6) are to be included. For (0,0,0,2,0,0,0)-,
(0,0,2,0,0,0,0)-, (0,0,0,0,2,0,0)-, (0,0,0,0,0,0,2)- and (0,0,0,0,1,0,1)-type terms, one needs to
include 1
(A;A)  (+; +); (−; −); (F+ ; F+); (v(s) ; v(s) );
(A;B)  [F+ ; v(s) ]+: (8)
The list (7) holds good for O(q4; 2n+1) terms with the dierence that there is an additional factor
of i multiplying the terms in (i); (ii) and (vi), and the i in (iii); (iv) and (v), is absent. The reason
for including i only in some combinations of terms has to do with imposing charge conjugation
invariance along with other symmetries directly within HBChPT (See [5]). The terms of (7) and
their analogs for O(q4; 2n+1) are not all independent since they can be related by a number of
linear relations: see next section (and [5] for O(q3)).
3 Further Reduction due to Algebraic identities
In this section, we discuss further reduction in addition to the ones obtained from (6). The
main result from [5] is that one need not consider trace-dependent terms in SU(2) HBChPT
if one assumes isospin conservation. Thus, trace-dependent O(q4) terms can be eliminated in
1One need not consider (0,0,0,0,0,2,0). See (1)) and the discussion thereafter.
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preference for trace-independent terms. We discuss reduction due to algebraic identities in the
various categories of (7). Some of the algebraic reductions require one to consider more than one
category at a time, e.g., for O(q4; 2n) terms, the generalized Jacobi identities in (13) require one
to consider (i); (i)(A $ B); (ii). After (9), we discuss the algebraic reductions in O(q4; 2n) and
O(q4; 2n+1) terms, separately.




[u; u ]− i
2
F+ − iv(s) ; (9)
[D; u]− [D ; u] = F− : (10)
The rst relation, referred to as the curvature relation, will be used extensively in conjunction
with some generalized Jacobi identities discussed below. As a consequence of (9), we will choose to




 except for i = 6; 8 (See Section 4 for the reason).
As a consequence of (10), we see that F− can be eliminated in preference for [D[; u]]. However,




 , as well as the relative coecients of [D; u ]; [D; u]
can be made arbitrary because each can be obtained from the nonrelativistic reduction of linearly
independent terms. One interesting consequence of (10) is that in the absence of external elds,
the commutator of the covariant derivative and the axial-vector building block is symmetric in
the Lorentz indeces - something missed in [1].
It is because of the curvature relation that one requires to consider, e.g., some (4,0,0,0,0,0,0)-
, (0,4,0,0,0,0,0)- (2,2,0,0,0,0,0)-, (2,0,0,0,1,0,0)-, (2,0,0,0,0,0,1)-, (0,2,0,0,1,0,0)-, (0,2,0,0,0,0,1)-,
(0,0,0,0,2,0,0)-, (0,0,0,0,0,0,2)- and (0,0,0,0,1,0,1)-type terms together in (14).
3.1 O(q4; 2n) Terms
In this subsection, we consider reduction in the number of independent O(q4; 2n) terms due to
various algebraic identities. The following are the algebraic identities responsible for reduction in
number of O(q4; 2n) terms: (11), (12), (13), (18), (19) (24), (25), and (27). For (13) and (18),
there are two sets each of terms (one -dependent and the other -independent), that need
to be considered. One of the two sets (- independent) for (13) has been discussed in detail in
this subsection. The details for the other sets are given as appendices.
p = q = 0 in (4): (A; (B; (C;D))); ((A;B); (C;D))
This includes (i)− (iv) of (7). All terms in each of the rst four types (of terms) in (7) [(i)−
(iv)] are linearly independent for unequal eld operators A, B, C, D. However for (4,0,0,0,0,0,0),
(0,4,0,0,0,0,0) and (2,2,0,0,0,0,0), L.C.-independent terms, one needs to consider A=C, B=D in
(i) in equation (7). Using
[A; [B; [A;B]+]] = −[A; [B; [A;B]]+] (11)
only three of the four terms in (i) of equation (7), are linearly independent. Similarly, using
[[A;B]; [A;B]+] = −[[A;B]+; [A;B]]; (12)
only three of the four terms in (ii) of equation (7), are linearly independent.
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There are some reductions possible due to some generalized Jacobi identities by considering
: (i); (i)(A $ B); (ii) of (7)(  -independent terms), and (iii); (iii)(A $ B); (iv) of (7)
( -dependent terms). The reason why one can not hope to get reductions by considering
any other pairs of types of terms in (i) − (iv) (in (7)), is because one can get (linear) algebraic
relationships only between those terms which are (both) independent of (have) an overall factor
of i.
(i); (i)(A$ B); (ii) of (7)
One can show the following 6 generalized Jacobi identities:
[A; [B; [C;D]+]]− [[A;B]; [C;D]+] = (i)(a)(A$ B)
[A; [B; [C;D]+]]− [[A;B]+; [C;D]+]+ = −(i)(d)(A$ B)
[A; [B; [C;D]]+]− [[A;B]+; [C;D]] = −(i)(b)(A$ B)
[A; [B; [C;D]]+]− [[A;B]; [C;D]]+ = (i)(c)(A$ B)
[A; [B; [C;D]]]+ − [[A;B]+; [C;D]] = −(i)(c)(A$ B)
[A; [B; [C;D]+]+]+ − [[A;B]; [C;D]+] = (i)(d)(A$ B):
(13)








of (7). Obviously, to ensure linear independence, one can not choose these four
terms such that any three belong to the same (generalized Jacobi)identity
(1) Using (13) and (9), one needs to consider the following (4,0,0,0,0,0,0)-, (0,4,0,0,0,0,0)-
(2,2,0,0,0,0,0)-, (2,0,0,0,1,0,0)-, (2,0,0,0,0,0,1)-, (0,2,0,0,1,0,0)-, (0,2,0,0,0,0,1)-, (0,0,0,0,2,0,0)-, (0,0,0,0,0,0,2)-
and (0,0,0,0,1,0,1)-type -independent terms together:
(v D; (D; (v D;D))); (D; (v D; (v D;D))); ((v D;D); (v D;D))
(v  u; (u; (v  u; u))); (u; (v  u; (v  u; u))); ((v  u; u); (v  u; u));
(v D; (D; (v  u; u))); (D; (v D; (u; v  u))); ((v D;D); (v  u; u)));
(v  u; (u; (v D;D))); (u; (v  u; (v D;D)));
v(v D; (D; F+ )); v(D; (v D; F+ )); v((v D;D); F+ );
v(v D; (D; v(s) )); v(D; (v D; v(s) )); v((v D;D); v(s) );
v(v  u; (u; F+ )); v(u; (v  u; F+ )); v((v  u; u); F );






One needs to do a careful counting of the total number of identities that one can write down using
(13) and (9), and the total number of terms in those identities. We do the same below.
Using (11), (12), (9) and (13), one sees that one gets
(a) 23 identities in 36 terms:
[v D; [D; [v D;D]+]]− [(1
4
[u; u ]− i
2
F+ − iv(s) ); [v D;D]+] = [D; [v D; [v D;D]+]]
6
[v D; [D; [v D;D]+]]− [[v D;D]+; [v D;D]+]+ = −[D; [v D; [v D;D]+]+]+
−[v D; [D; [v D;D]+]]− 2(1
4
[u; u ]− i
2
F+ − iv(s) )2
= [D; [v D; (1
4
[u; u ]− i
2
F+ − iv(s) )]]+




F+ − iv(s) )]]+ + [(
1
4
[u; u ]− i
2
F+ − iv(s) ); [v D;D]+]
= −[D; [v D; [v  u; u]]]+
[v D; [D; [v D;D]+]+]+ − [[v  u; u]; [v D;D]+] = [D; [v D; [v D;D]+]+]+
[v D; [D; [v  u; u]+]]− [[v  u; u]+; [v D;D]+]+ = −[D; [v D; [v  u; u]+]+]+
[v  u; [u; [v D;D]+]]− [[v  u; u]; [v D;D]+] = [u; [v  u; [v D;D]+]]
[v  u; [u; [v D;D]+]]− [[v  u; u]; [v D;D]+] = [u; [v  u; [v D;D]+]+]+
[v  u; [u; [v D;D]+]+]+ − [[v  u; u]; [v D;D]+] = [u; [v  u; [v D;D]+]+]+
−[[v  u; u]+; [v  u; u]+]+ = [u; [v  u; [v  u; u]+]+]+
−[[v  u; u]; [v  u; u]]+ = [u; [v  u; [v  u; u]]]+
[v  u; [u; [v  u; u]]]+ = [u; [v  u; [v  u; u]]]+
[v  u; [u; [v  u; u]+]+]+ = [u; [v  u; [v  u; u]+]+]+;
[v D; [D; [v  u; u]+]] = [D; [v D; [v  u; u]+]]
[v D; [D; [v  u; u]+]+]+ = [D; [v D; [v  u; u]+]+]+:
iv [v D; [D; F+ ]]+ − iv [(
1
4
[v  u; u]− i
2
vF
+  − iv(s) ); F+ ]+
= iv [D; [v D; F+ ]+]
iv [v D; [D; F+ ]]+ − iv [[v D;D]; F+ ] = −iv [D; [v D; F+ ]]+
iv [v D; [D; F+ ]+]− iv [[v D;D]; F+ ] = −iv [D; [v D; F+ ]+]
iv [v D; [D; v(s) ]]+ − iv [(
1
4
[v  u; u]− i
2
vv
(s)  − iv(s) ); v(s) ]+
= iv [D; [v D; v(s) ]+]
iv [v D; [D; v(s) ]]+ − iv [[v D;D]; v(s) ] = −iv [D; [v D; v+(s) ]]+
iv [v D; [D; v(s) ]+]− iv [[v D;D]; F+ ] = −iv [D; [v D; v(s) ]+]
iv [v  u; [u; F+ ]]+ = iv [[v  u; u]; F+ ]+
iv [v  u; [u; F+ ]]+ = −iv [u; [v  u; F+ ]]+ (15)
One can thus take i = 2; 3; 4; 17; 28; 35; 36; 204; 211; 212; 226; 237; 257 and 268 (it turns out that
there is no generalized Jacobi identity relating i = 268 to any other term) of Table 1 as the two
sets of linearly independent terms.
(2) Similarly, one will need to consider (4,0,0,0,0,0,0)-, (0,4,0,0,0,0,0)- (2,2,0,0,0,0,0)-, (2,0,0,0,1,0,0)-
, (2,0,0,0,0,0,1)-, (0,2,0,0,1,0,0)-, (0,2,0,0,0,0,1)-, (0,0,0,0,2,0,0)-, (0,0,0,0,0,0,2)- and (0,0,0,0,1,0,1)-
type terms together:
(D ; (D; (D
 ;D))); ((D;D); (D
;D))
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(u ; (u; (u
 ; u))); ((u; u); (u
; u));
(D ; (D; (u
 ; u))); ((D;D); (u
; u)))
(u ; (u; (D
 ;D)))
(D; (D; F+)); ([D
;D ]; F+));
(D; (D; v(s) )); ([D
;D]; v(s) ));
(u; (u; F+)); ([u
; u ]; F+));
(u; (u; v(s) )); ([u
; u]; v(s) ))
(F+)
2; v(s) F
+  ; (v(s) )
2 (16)
As is shown in Appendix A, algebraic identities based on (13) and the curvature relation (9), can
be used to select i = 10; 11; 18; 21; 202; 206; 225; 227; 230; 252; 273 and i = 37; 38; 39 of Table 1, as
the two sets of linearly independent terms.
For the (2,2,0,0,0,0,0)-type terms, using (13), the following result will be used for constructing
complete lists of O(q4) terms. Using (18), one gets 6+6=12 identities in 12+8=20 terms considered
as following triplets:
(v D; ((D; v  u); u)); (u; ((D; v  u); v D); ((v D; u); (D; v  u));
(D; ((v D; u); v  u)); (v  u; ((v D; u);D)); (17)
implying that one can take eight linearly independent terms, say i = 68; ::; 75.
(iii); (iii)(A$ B) and (iv); (vi) of (7)
One can show the following generalized Jacobi identities to be true:
i[A; [B; [C;D]+]+]− i[[A;B]+; [C;D]+] = −(iii)(a)(A$ B)
i[A; [B; [C;D]+]+]− i[[A;B]; [C;D]+]+ = (iii)(b)(A$ B)
i[A; [B; [C;D]+]]+ − i[[A;B]+; [C;D]+] = −(iii)(b)(A$ B)
i[A; [B; [C;D]]+]+ − i[[A;B]; [C;D]] = (iii)(c)(A$ B)
i[A; [B; [C;D]]+]+ − i[[A;B]+; [C;D]+] = −(iii)(d)(A$ B)
i[A; [B; [C;D]]]− i[[A;B]; [C;D]] = (iii)(d)(A$ B)
(18)










(3) The identities (18) along with (9) and the following three generalized Jacobi identities in six
terms (implying that one needs to consider only three of the six terms, say [A; [B;C]]; [A; [B;C]+]+
and [B; [A;C]])
[A; [B;C]]− [[A;B]; C] = [B; [A;C]]
[A; [B;C]+]+ − [[A;B]+; C]+ = −[B; [A;C]]
[A; [B;C]]− [[A;B]+; C]+ = −[B; [A;C]+]+; (19)
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require one to consider the following category of -dependent (4,0,0,0,0,0,0)-, (0,4,0,0,0,0,0)-
(2,2,0,0,0,0,0)-, (2,0,0,0,1,0,0)-, (2,0,0,0,0,0,1)-, (0,2,0,0,1,0,0)-, (0,2,0,0,0,0,1)-, (0,0,0,0,2,0,0)-, (0,0,0,0,0,0,2)-
and (0,0,0,0,1,0,1)-type terms together:
iv
"
(D; (D; (D; S D))); (u; (u; (u; S  u)));
(S D; (D; (D ; [D;D])) (D; (S D; [D;D]));
(S  u; (u; ([u; u])); (u; (S  u; [u; u]));
([u; u ]; (D; S D)); (u; (u; (D; S D)));
(D; (S D; [u; u])); (S D; (D; [u ; u]));
(u; (S  u; [D;D])); (S  u; (u; [D ;D]));
(D; (D ; (u; S  u))); ([D;D]; (u; S  u))
i(F+ ; (D; S D)); i(D; (S D; F+)); i(S D; (D; F+));
i(v(s) ; (D; S D)); i(D; (S D; v(s) )); i(S D; (D; v(s) ));










i(u; (u ; F
+
))S
; i([u; u]; F
+
)S




i(F+ ; (u; S  u)); i(u; (S  u; F+)); i(S  u; (u; F+));
i[u; S  u]+v(s) ; [F+ ; F+]S
#
: (20)
Analogous to (14) and (16), one needs to do a careful counting of the total number of identities
that one can write down using (18), and (9), and the total number of terms in those identities.
We do the same in Appendix B.
A similar analysis can be carried out for terms with v $ S in (20).
The identities in (19) are also used in, e.g., -dependent (1,1,0,1,0,0,0)-type terms.
(4) The identities (18) along with the curvature relation, require one to consider the follow-
ing category of - dependent (4,0,0,0,0,0,0)-, (0,4,0,0,0,0,0)- (2,2,0,0,0,0,0)-, (2,0,0,0,1,0,0)-





; u))); (u; (u; (u
; u))); ((u; u); (u; u
));
(D; (D; (D




; u))); ((D; (D; (u
; u))); ((D;D); (u
; u));
(u; (u; (D











 )); i(D; (D













 )); i(u; (u










As is shown in Appendix C, algebraic identities based upon (18) and (9), can be used to select a
set of linearly independent terms from from (21). This is done in Appendix C.
A similar analysis can be carried out for terms with (u;D
) ! (v  u; v D) in (21).
For the (2,2,0,0,0,0,0)-type terms, using (18), the following results will be used for constructing
complete lists of O(q4) terms.





(D; ((D; u); S  u)); (S  u; ((D; u);D));
((D; S  u); (D; u));
(ii) (D; ((D; S  u); u)); (u; ((D; S  u);D));
((D; S  u); (D; u))

: (22)
Using (18), one can eliminate all except eight, say: i = 90; :::; 97 of Table 1. A similar analysis is
carried out to select i = 68; ::; 75; 82; ::; 89; 98; ::; 105; 106; ; ::; 109; 111; ::; 114 ; 110; 115; ::121; 136; ::; 143; 144; ::; 1
160; ::; 167 of Table 1.
(b) Using (18), one gets 6 identities in 12 terms considered as following triplet:
ivS









implying that one can take six linearly independent terms, say i = 121; 125; ::; 129 of Table 1. A
similar analysis is carried out to select i = 62; ::; 67; 78; ::; 81; 130; ::135; 168; ::; 173; 174; ::; 179 of
Table 1.
For (0,4,0,0,0,0,0)- and (1,3,0,0,0,0,0)-type terms, writing u = u
a

a; [D; u] = [D; u]
aa
(where [D; u ]
a  @ua + iabcΓbuc), one will need to consider the following relations:
(a) [ b; [ c; d]+] = [
a; [ b; [ c; d]]+] = 0;
[[a;  b]; [ c; d]+] = 0;
i[[a;  b]+; [
c; d]+] = 0;
(b) [u; u]
2
+ − [u; u]2 = 4u4;
(c) v  uuv  uu + h:c: = −2u2(v  u)2 + [v  u; u]2+;




u2[u; u ]− u[u; u]u);
(e) i[u; v  u]; [u; v  u]+]+ = i





2The 8 is because iv((D; S  u); (D ; u)) is common to both (i) and (ii) in (22).
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At least one of k; p; q; t; u is 6= 0 in (4):(A; (B;C))
This includes (v) and (vi) of (7).
(v) of (7)
By using the following three generalized Jacobi identities which are generalized Jacobi identities
as used in graded Lie algebra in supersymmetric theories
i[A; [B;C]]+ − i[[A;B]; C]+ = i[B; [A;C]+]
i[A; [B;C]]+ − i[[A;B]+; C] = −i[B; [A;C]]+
i[A; [B;C]+]− i[[A;B]+; C] = −i[B; [A;C]+]; (25)
one sees that one needs to consider only three of the six terms that gure in the above three
identities, say i[A; [B;C]+]; i[A; [B;C]]+ and i[B; [A;C]+] as linearly independent terms. These
three identities are similar to the ones that occur in SUSY graded Lie algebra for A;C  fermionic
and B  bosonic elds, A;B  fermionic and C  bosonic elds, and A;B;C  fermionic elds,
respectively. The identities in (25) are used in, e.g., -independent (1,1,0,1,0,0,0)-type terms.




(D; (D; +)); ([D;D ]; +);
(u; (u; +)); ([u; u]; +); i(F
+





Further noting that u is an isovector and + is an isoscalar, one sees that:
[u; +] = 0: (27)
Applying (25) and (27) to (26), one sees that one can take four linearly independent terms, say
ivS








3.2 O(q4; 2n+1) Terms
In this subsection, we consider the reduction in the number of O(q4; 2n+1) terms because of
algebraic identities. The discussion in this subsection will be much briefer than the preceding
(subsection).
(i)− (iv) of (7)0
(1) The identities (13) are the same for O(q4; 2n+1) except for an overall factor of i. We will
denote the analogue of (13) for O(q4; 2n+1) terms as (13)0.3 Using it together with (9), one sees
that one needs to consider the following set of terms together:
i(v D; (D; (D; S  u))); i(D; (v D; (D; S  u))); i((v D;D); (D; S  u));
i(S  u; (D; (D; v D))); i(D; (S  u; (D; v D)));
3Similarly, the analogs of (7), (18), (25) and (19) will be denoted by (7)0, (18)0, (25)0 and (19)0.
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(D; (S  u; F+))v; (S  u; (D; F+))v ; ((D; S  u); F+)v ;
(D; (S  u; v(s) ))v ; (S  u; (D; v(s) ))v ; ((D; S  u); v(s) )v ;
i(v  u; (u; (S  u;D))); i(u; (v  u; (S  u;D))); i((v  u; u); (S  u;D));
i(D; (S  u; (u; v  u))) i(S  u; (D; (u; v  u)));
i(D; (D
; (v D; S  u))); i(D2; (v D; S  u));
i(S  u; (v D;D2)); i(v D; (S  u;D2)):
(28)
One can show that of the terms listed in (28), one can take i = 274; 275; 276; 311; ::315; 354; 373; 374; 375; 403; 40
of Table 2 as a set of linearly independent terms.
Similarly, using (13)0 and (9), one can show that of
(a) i(v D; (D; (S D; u))); i(D; (v D; (S D; u))); i((v D;D); (S D; u));
i(u; (S D; (D; v D))) i(S D; (u; (D; v D)));
(u; (S D; F+))v ; (S D; (u; F+))v ; ((u; S D); F+)v ;
(u; (S D; v(s) ))v ; (S D; (u; v(s) ))v ; (u; S D); v(s) )v
i(v  u; (u; (u; S D))); i(u; (v  u; (u; S D))); i((v  u; u); (u; S D));
i(S D; (u; (u; v  u))); i(u; (S D; (u; v  u)))
i(u; (u; (v  u;D))); i(S  u; (u; v  u;D));
i((u; S  u); (v  u;D)); i(D; (v  u; (u; S  u)));
i(v  u; (D; (u; S  u)));
i(u; (u; (v  u; S D))); i(u2; (v  u; S D));
i(S D; (v  u; u2)); i(v  u; (S D; u2)): (29)
i = 279; 280; 310; 321; ::326; 367; 376; 377; 378; 405; 406 of Table 2 form a set of linearly independent
terms;
(b) i(v D; (S D; (D; u))); i(S D; (v D; (D; u))); i((v D; S D); (D; u));
i(u; (D



















i(v  u; (S  u; (u;D))); i(S  u; (v  u; (D; u))); i((v  u; S  u); (D; u));
i(D; (u
; (v  u; S  u))); i(u; (D; (v  u; S  u))) (30)
i = 277; 278; 287; 316; ::320; 355; 385; 386; 387; 411; 412 of Table 2 form a set of linearly independent
terms;
(c) i(D; (S D; (v D; u))); i(S D; (D; (v D; u))); i((S D;D); (v D; u));
i(u; (v D; (D; S D))); i(v D; (u; (D; S D)));
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(u; (v D; F+))S ; (v D; (u; F+))S ; ((u; v D); F+)S ;
(u; (v D; v(s) ))S ; (v D; (u; v(s) ))S ; ((u; v D); v(s) )S ;
i(u; (S  u; (u; v D))); i(S  u; (u; (u; v D))); i((u; S  u); (u; v D)));
i(v D; (u; (u; S  u)); i(u; (v D; (u; S  u));
i(u; (u
; (S  u; v D))); i(u2; (S  u; v D));
i(v D; (S  u; u2)); i(S  u; (v D; u2)): (31)
i = 281; 282; 285; 327; :::; 332; 357; 381; 383; 409; 410. of Table 2 form a set of linearly independent
terms;
(d) i(D; (S D; (D; v  u))); i(S D; (D; (D; v  u))); i((D; S D); (D; v  u)));
i(v  u; (D; (D; S D)); i(D; (v  u; (D; S D));
(v  u; (D; F+))S ; (D; (v  u; F+))S ; ((v  u;D); F+)S ;
(v  u; (D; v(s) ))S ; (D; (v  u; v(s) ))S ; ((v  u;D); v(s) )S ;
i(u; (S  u; (v  u;D))); i(S  u; (u; (v  u;D))); i((S  u; u); (v  u;D));
i(D; (v  u; (u; S  u))); i(v  u; (D; (u; S  u)));
i(D; (D
; (S D; v  u))); i(D2; (S D; v  u));
i(v  u; (S D;D2)); i(S D; (v  u;D2)) (32)
i = 283; 284; 286; 293; 356; 361; ::; 364; 368; 379; 380; 381; 407; 408 of Table 2 form a set of linearly
independent terms;
(e) i(v D; (S D; (v D; v  u))); i(S D; (v D; (v D; v  u))); i((v D; S D); (v D; v  u)));
i(v  u; (v D; (v D; S D)); i(v D; (v  u; (v D; S D));
v[S](v D; (v  u; F+)); v[S](v  u; (v D; F+)); v[S]((v D; v  u); F+);
v[S](v D; (v  u; v(s) )); v[S](v  u; (v D; v(s) )); v[S]((v D; v  u); v(s) );
i(v  u; (S  u; (v  u; v D))); i(S  u; (v  u; (v  u; v D))); i((S  u; v  u); (v  u; v D));
i(v  u; (v D; (v  u; S  u)); i(v D; (v  u; (v  u; S  u));
i(v  u; (S D; (v D)2)); i(S D; (v  u; (v D)2));
i((v D)2; (S D; v  u)); i(v D; (v D; (S D; v  u)));
i(v D; S  u; (v  u)2)); i(S  u; (v D; (v  u)2));
i((v  u)2; (S  u; v D)); i(v  u; (v  u; (S  u; v D)): (33)
i = 288; ; ::; 291; 333; ::; 338; 395; 396; 413; 414 of Table 2 form a set of linearly independent terms;
(f) i(v D; (v D; (v D; S  u))); i((v D)2; (v D; S  u));
i[S  u; (v D)3]+; i(v D; (S  u; (v D)2)) (34)
i = 295; 296 of Table 2 form a set of linearly independent terms. For u$ D in (34), i = 359; 360
of Table 2 form a set of linearly independent terms.
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(2) Using (18)0 and (9), one sees that one has to consider the following set of terms together:


(D; (D; (D; u))); ([D;D]; (D; u)));
(u; (D; [D;D])); (D; (u ; [D;D]));
i(D; (u; F
+
)); i(u; (D; F
+





 )); i(D; u)v
(s)
 ;
(u; (u; (u;D))); ([u; u ]; (u;D));
(D; (u; [u; u])); (u; (D ; [u; u]))

: (35)
One can show that of the terms listed in (35), one can take i = 297; 298; 299; 339; 341; 388; 389; 390; 415
of Table 2 as a set of linearly independent terms.
Also, using (18)0 and (9), one can show that of the following set of terms:
(a) v

(v D; (D; (D; u))); ((v D;D); (D; u))); (D; (v D; (D; u)));
(u; (D ; (v D;D))); (D; (u; (v D;D)));
(v  u; (u; (u;D))); (u; (v  u; (u;D))); ((u; v  u); (u;D));

























(D; (D; (v D; u))); ([D;D]; (v D; u));
(v D; (u; [D;D ])); (u; (v D; [D;D]));
(u; (u; (v D; u))); ([u; u ]; (v D; u)));
(u; (v D; [u; u ])); (v D; (u; [u; u]))
(v D; (u; F+)); (u; (v D; F+)); ((u; v D); F+));
(v D; (u; v(s) )); (u; (v D; v(s) )); ((u; v D); v(s) )) (37)
one need consider i = 300; 301; 302; 341; 342; 391; 392; 393; 416 of Table 2.
(c) v

(D; (D; (D; v  u))); ([D;D ]; (v  u;D));
(D; (v  u; [D;D ])); (v  u; (D; [D;D]));
(u; (u; (v  u;D))); ([u; u ]; (v  u;D)));
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(v  u; (D; [u; u ])); (D; (v  u; [u; u]));
(D; (v  u; F+)); (v  u; (D; F+)); ((v  u;D); F+));
(D; (v  u; v(s) )); (v  u; (D; v(s) )); ((v  u;D); v(s) )) (38)
one need consider 303; 304; 305; 396; 397; 398; 417 of Table 2.
At least one of k; p; q; t; u is 6= 0 in (4):(A; (B;C))
(v) of (7)0
Using (9) and (25)0, one sees that one will have to consider the following set of terms together:




(v  u; (S  u; −)); (S  u; (v  u; −)); ((S  u; v  u); −): (39)
Further noting that u and − are isovectors, we see that
[v  u; [S  u; −]+] = [S  u; [v  u; −]+] = [[v  u; S  u]+; −] = 0: (40)
Applying (9), (25)0 and (40) to (39), we see that we get four linearly independent terms, say,
[S D; [v D; −]]+; i[S  u; [v  u; −]]+, i[F+ ; −]v[S]; iv(s) −v[S].
(vi) of (7)0
Using (19)0, one sees that one will have to consider the following set of terms together:
i(S D; (v  u; +)); i(v  u; (S D; +)); i((S D; v  u); +); v $ S: (41)
Further, noting that D isoscalar( @ − iv(s) ) +isovector( Γ), u is an isovector and + is
an isoscalar, we see
[[S D; v  u]; +] = [[v D; S  u]; +] = [v  u; [S D; +]] = [S  u; [v D; +]] = 0: (42)
Applying (9), (19)0 and (42) to (41), we see that we get one linearly independent term, say,
[[S D; v  u]+; +]+;; similarly for v $ S.
Note that because of parity constraints and the algebra of the Ss (See [5]), there are no Levi
Civita-dependent (2,0,0,1,0,0,0)-, (0,2,0,1,0,0,0)- and (1,1,1,0,0,0,0)-type terms.
4 The Lists of Independent Terms in LHBChPT (o-shell nu-
cleons)
In this section, using (6), and the algebraic reductions of Section 3, we list all possible A-type
terms of O(q4; 2n), and O(q4; 2n+1) in Tables 1 and 2, that are allowed by (6) and have not been
eliminated in Section 3. As noted in Section 2 (and [5]), for o-shell nucleons, γ0Byγ0C−1B 2 A.
Hence, it is sucient to list only A-type terms (for o-shell nucleons).
Let us summarize the basis of construction of list of linearly independent terms using (6) and
section 3. Using the notation of [12], one groups terms allowed by (6) as in (7). Then, following
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Section 3, we write down all possible identities by considering dierent groups of terms together
(e.g. (iii) and (iv) of (7)). Sometimes, one has to consider together several types of terms but
belonging to the same types of groups. There are two dierent cases to be considered: (a) the
dierent term types involve dierent permutations of the same building blocks, and (b) some
of the building blocks of the dierent term types are dierent. We will illustrate both cases by
considering an example each.
(a) For example, one has to consider the triplet of terms 4
ivS(D; ((D ; u); S  u)) 2 (iii) of (7);
ivS(S  u; ((D; u);D)) 2 (iii)(\A$ B") of (7);
ivS((D; S  u); ((D; u));2 (iv) of (7); (43)
in conjunction with
ivS(D; ((D ; S  u); u)) 2 (iii) of (7);
ivS(u; ((D; S  u);D)) 2 (iii)(\A$ B") of (7);
ivS((D; u); (D; S  u)) 2 (iv) of(7): (44)
[Note that ivS(D; ((D; u); S  u)) and ivS(D; ((D; S  u); u)) both 2 (iii) of (7),
and so forth.] The reason for doing so is, as we notice in the example, ivS((D; u); (D; S 
u)) 2 (iv) of (7), is common to both the triplets.
(b) For example, one needs to consider the following triplet of terms 5:
(v D; (S D; −)); (S D; (v D; −)); ((v D; S D); −) (45)
in conjunction with





This is so because of (9).
Using the algebraic identities of Section 3, if we end up with m independent identities in
n(> m) terms, then we can take (n−m) linearly independent terms. So, for the above examples,
(a) m = 6 + 6 = 12 and n = 12 + 8 = 20, implying that one can take eight linearly independent
terms; (b) m = 7 and n = 11 implying that one can take two linearly independent terms.
Care has to be taken in the choice of those (n − m) terms, namely, no subset of these terms
should satisfy any relations. Let us rst consider the example in (a). A valid choice is the
set of eight terms in Table 1: i = 90; ::; 97. The following set of eight terms, however, are not
4The reason for considering the terms as triplets is because (18) shows there are linear relations involving them.
5The reason for considering the terms as triplets is because (25) shows that there are linear relations between
them.





[D; [[D; u]+; Su]+]; [Su; [[D ; u]+;D]+]; [[D; Su]+; [D; u]+];
[D; [[D; u]; S  u]]

; i = 92; ::; 95(of Table 1). The reason is that from the rst identity in (18),
one sees that the rst three terms are not linearly independent. Note that the allowed set of
eight terms is not a unique choice. An equivalent choice would be iv
[[D; S  u]+; [D; u]+];
i = 90; 91; 92; 94; 95; 96; 97; of Table 1. Now, coming to the example considered in (b). Two valid
equivalent choices are: [S  D; [v  D; −]]+; [S  u; [v  u; −]]+, i[F+ ; −]v[S]; iv(s) −v[S] or
[S D; [v D; −]+]; [[S u; v u]; −]+ i[F+ ; −]v[S]; iv(s) −v[S], and, e.g., [S u; [v u; −]]+; [v 
u; [S  u; −]]+, i[F+ ; −]v[S]; iv(s) −v[S]. are not linearly independent.
Even though the phase rule (6) and linear independence of terms are sucient for listing terms
in the O(q4) HBChPT Lagrangian for o-shell nucleons, however, if for a given choice of terms
and group of terms in (7), we nd similar group of terms in [8], then while listing the (n −m)
terms, preference is given to including terms that also gure in Table 1 of [8]. The reason for doing
the same is that this allows for an easy identication of the nite terms, given that the divergent
(counter) terms have been worked out in [8].
In tables 1 and 2, the allowed 4-tuples (m;n; p; q; t; u; k) are listed along with the corresponding
terms. The main aim is to nd the number of nite O(q4) terms, given that the UV divergent
terms have already been worked out in [8]. For this purpose, the terms in tables 1 and 2 are labeled
as F denoting the nite terms and D denoting the divergent terms. For the purpose of comparison
with [8], we have also indicated which terms in table 1 of [8] (assuming isospin symmetry) the
D-type terms correspond to. The LECs of O(q4) terms in [8] are denoted by di; i = 1 to 199.
Further, the i = 188 term in Table 1 of [8] should have S instead of v.
In [1], as mentioned in Sec.1, there was an overcompleteness of \(0,4,0,0)"[now \(0,4,0,0,0,0)]
and \(1,3,0,0)"[now (1,3,0,0,0,0Ma,0)]-type terms. Using (24)[(b)-(e)], one sees that, e.g., v uuv 
uu+h:c: ivS[u
2; [u; u]]+ i
vSvu[u; u ]vu [u; u]2 u(vu)2u in Table 1 of [1], can
be eliminated. Similarly, using (24)(a), one sees that [[v  u; u]; [v  u; u]+]= [u; [u:[u; u]+]]=
i[[D; S u]; [v u; u]+]= i[v u; [u; [D; S u]]+]= i[u; [v u; [D; S u]]+]= i[S u; [v u; [D; u]]+]=
i[v u; [S u; [D; u]]+]= i[D; [u; [v u; S u]+]]= i[v u; [u; [S D; u]]+]= i[u; [v u; [S D; u]]+]=
i[Su; [u; [vD; u]]+]= i[u; [Su; [vD; u]]+]= i[Su; [vu; [vD; vu]]+]= i[vu; [Su; [vD; vu]]+]=
i[S  u; [u; [D; v  u]]+]= i[u; [S  u; [D; v  u]]+] = 0
4.1 O(q4; 2n) Terms
These terms are listed in Table 1. One gets a total of 273 O(q4; 2n) terms, the LECs of three of
which, as will be shown in Section 5, are xed relative to those of lower order terms. The last
column of Table 1 will be explained in Section 7.
4.2 O(q4; 2n+1) Terms
These terms are listed in Table 2. One gets a total of 147 O(q4; 2n+1) terms. The last column of
Table 2 will ll be explained in Section 7.
Overall, one gets 264 nite and 156 divergent (counter) terms at O(q4).
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5 Reparameterization Invariance for On-Shell Nucleons
For o-shell nucleons, as was shown in [1], reparameterization invariance(RI) xes the coupling
constants of the external eld-independent terms (given in Table 4 of [1]) relative to the those
of lower order terms. Using the reasoning of [1], it can be shown that RI imposes no constraints
on the coupling constants of O(q4) external eld-dependent terms. For on-shell nucleons, by the
application of (49), all three terms in Table 4 of [1] get eliminated as A-type terms. However,
the rst as well as 43(external eld-independent; see [1]) +42(external eld-dependent)=85 other
terms, arising from (γ0Byγ0C−1B)(4), have their LECs xed relative to O(q1;2;3) terms. The
following is the list of the 42 external eld-dependent terms:
v(s) D




























uS D;F+vS  uD; vS Dv(s) D;
vS DF+D; iDv(s) D; iDF+D ;















S Dv(s) uv; S DF+uv; Dvv(s) uS ;
DvF+uS
 ; Dv(s) v  uS ; DF+v  uS ;
i[D; v(s) ]D ; i[D


















v  uD; vv(s)S  uD;
S[F+; v  u]D: (48)
Their coecients can be determined from (57), (54) and (59) of Section 6. In (48), it is assumed
that one adds a \+h.c." to every term.
Hence, in conclusion, for o-shell nucleons, one gets 273 O(q4; 2n) and 147 O(q4; 2n+1) terms.
Of these, reparameterization/Lorentz invariance xes the LECs of of three terms of the external
eld-dependent (2,2,0,0,0,0,0) category given in Table 4 of [1]; no such reduction in the number
of independent LECs is obtained in the external eld-independent terms up to O(q4). As a
consequence, of the 273 O(q4; 2n) terms (obtained in the Section 4), there are (273- 3)+147 =
417 linearly independent O(q4) LECs. For on-shell nucleons, the LECs of 44+42=86 terms are
xed relative to lower order terms.
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6 On-shell reduction
In this section, we discuss the derivation of the on-shell O(q4) LHBChPT, directly within HBChPT
using the techniques of [5].
The main result obtained in [5] extended to include external elds in the context of complete
on-shell reduction within HBChPT was the following rule:
A− type terms of the form HS DOH + h:c:
or Hv DOH + h:c:
or HODH + h:c: can be eliminated
except for O 
 
im1+l5+l7+t+u+1; or   Ω
!
 u




im1+l5+l7+k+t+u; or   Ω0
!
D;








uj(v  u)l1u2l2l3+l4−([v D; ])l5(DD)l6(uD)l7(v(s)!)k(F+)t(F+)uSr; (50)
where Vi  vi or Di. where Vi  vi or Di. The number of Dis in (50) equals m1(
M1). Assuming that Lorentz invariance, isospin symmetry, parity and hermiticity have been
implemented, the choice of the factors of i in (49) automatically incorporates the phase rule (6).
In (49), it is only the contractions of the building blocks that has been indicated. It is understood
that all (anti-)commutators in the HBChPT Lagrangian are to be expanded out until one hits the
rst D, so that the A-type HBChPT term can be put in the form HODH +h.c.
Using (49), we perform on-shell reduction of terms in Tables 1 and 2 . Terms that get eliminated
are marked by an \E" and those that are not are marked by an \ON" in Tables 1 and 2 .
Terms in Table 2 with i = 277; 295; 310; 316; 321; 326; 327; 332; 333; 334; 359 are marked by \ON0."
This is because it is not the whole term, but only the on-shell \component" of these terms
that do not get eliminated for on-shell nucleons. These terms can generically be written as
i[[u; u]+; [u;D]+]+,in which it is understood that the Lorentz indices are contracted either
within themselves or by v and/or S. The on-shell \component" of these terms can be shown to
be equal to i[u; [D; [u; u]+]].
The complete on-shell O(q4) HBChPT Lagrangian can be shown to be given by:
































































[[v  u; u]+; F+ ]+

−3v[S][(7v(s) + 8F+); −]+ − 4v[S][(7v(s) + 8F+); [v D; v  u]]+
−i24[[v  u; S  u]+; [v D; v  u]] + i34[−; [v D; v  u]]+

: (53)
Using (52) and C
(1)
OS, and eliminating all terms proportional to the nonrelativistic eom by eld
redenition of H, one gets:
− 1
4m2




















!vvS!v  uu + g0ASvD  u− g0AvS Du


































γ5v  u; (56)
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17γ







γ5v(s) uS + 21
γ5vS[F
+
 ; v  u]
+22γ




γ0B(3) yγ0B(1) + γ0B(1) yγ0B(3)

[v(s); F+] and eliminating all terms proportional to the non-
































































































The set fig can be related to the set fbig of [6].
7 Conclusion
A complete list of O(q4) terms for o-shell nucleons was obtained working within HBChPT using a
phase rule obtained in [5], along with reductions from algebraic identities (and reparameterization
invariance). We also obtain the on-shell O(q4) terms, again within the framework of HBChPT. For
this paper, we assume isospin symmetry. For o-shell nucleons, one gets a total of 273 O(q4; 2n)
terms (given in Table 1) the LECs of three of which (given in Table 4 of [1]) are xed relative to
some O(q1;2;3) terms, and 147 O(q4; 2n+1) terms (given in Table 2). Of the total of 420 terms, 264
are nite. For on-shell nucleons, the LECs of 86 terms (given in equation (58) of [1] and (48)) are
xed relative to those of lower order terms. For future work, one could use (6) for the construction
of O(q4) terms assuming isospin symmetry violation, within HBChPT.
A
In this appendix, we show how to obtain a set of linearly independent terms from (16).
Using (9) and (13), one obtains (a) the following 7 identities in 22 terms:
[D; [D; [D
;D ]+]]− [[D;D]; [D;D ]+]+ = −[D; [D; [D;D ]+]+]+
−[D; [D ; [D;D]+]]− [[u; u ]; [u; u]]+ = −1
4
[D; [D ; [u
; u]]]+
−[[u; u ]+; [u; u]+]+ = −[u; [u ; [u; u]+]+]+
−[[u; u ]; [u; u]]+ = −[u; [u ; [u; u]]]+;
i[D; [D ; F
+  ]]+ − i[(1
4
[u; u ]− i
2
F+ − iv(s) ); F+  ]+ = −i[D; [D ; F+  ]+]
i[D; [D ; v




F+ − iv(s) ); v(s)  ]+ = −i[D; [D ; v(s)  ]+]
i[u; [u ; F




(b) the following two identities in ve terms:
[D]; [D ; [u
; u]+]]− [[D;D]+; [u; u]+]+ = −[u; [u; [u; u]+]+]+
[u; [u ; [D
;D]+]]− [[u; u ]+; [D;D]+]+ = −[u; [u; [D;D]+]+]+:
(A2)
The reason for considering (A1) and (A2) separately is because the terms in them do not
mix. One thus can take i = 10; 11; 18; 21; 37; 38; 39; 202; 206; 225; 227; 229; 230; 252; 273 and i =
37; 38; 39 of Table 1 as the two sets of linearly independent terms.
B
In this appendix, we show how to obtain a set of linearly independent terms from (20).
Using (9), (18), and v[D; [D ; v
(s)
 ]]S








F+ − iv(s) ); [D; S D]+]+




[D; [D ; (
1
4
[u; S  u]− i
2
F+S
 − iv(s) S)]+]+
−[(1
4









= −[D; [D ; (1
4







[D; [D ; (
1
4
[u; S  u]− i
2
F+S













= −[D; [D ; (1
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[S D; [D; (1
4
[u; u ]− i
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[D; [D ; F
+
]+]+S










[u; S  u]− i
2
F+S
)]]− [[F+ ;D]; S D] =
[D; [F
+











[u; S  u]− i
2
F+S
)]]− [[F+ ;D]+; S D]+ =

















[u; [u ; F
+
]]S




[u; [u ; F
+
]+]+S















[u; [S  u; F+]]− [[u; S  u]+; F+]+ = [S  u; [u; F+]+]+

(B1)
v[u; S u]+v(s) does not gure in any of the identities and will be taken as one of the linearly
independent terms. One can thus take i = 12; 13; 22; 23; 40; 42; 216; 217; 218; 242; 243; 244; 245; 260; 270
of Table 1 as linearly independent terms.
C
In this appendix, we show how to obtain a set of linearly independent terms from (21).













F+ − iv(s) ); [D;D ]+]+
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1
4
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Table 1: The Allowed O(q4; 2n) Terms
i (m;n; p; q) Terms F(Finite) E
D(Divergent)[di] ON
1 (4,0,0,0,0,0,0) (v D)4 D[d197] E
2 D(v D)2D D[d198] E
3 [D2; (v D)2]+ F E
4 v DDv DD + h:c: F E





8 ivSv D[D;D]v D D[d177] E
9 ivSD(v D)2D F E
10 [D; [D; [D
;D]+]] F E
11 [D; [D; [D
;D]+]+]+ F E
12 v[D; [D ; [D; S D]+]]+ F E
13 v[D; [D ; [D; S D]+]+] F E
14 S[D; [D ; [D; v D]+]+] F E
15 S[D; [D ; [D; v D]+]]+ F E
16 (0,4,0,0,0,0,0) (v  u)4 D[d5] ON
17 [u2; (v  u)2]+ D[d3] ON
18 u4 D[d2] ON
19 ivSu[u; u ]u
 D[d32] ON




22 iv[S  u; [u; [u; u]]+]+ D[d24] ON
23 iv[u; [S  u; [u; u]]+]+ D[d25] ON
24 iS[v  u; [u; [u; u]]+]+ F ON
25 iS[u; [v  u; [u; u]]+]+ F ON
28
Table 1: continued
i (m;n; p; q) Terms F(Finite) E
D(Divergent)[di] ON
26 ivS[[u; u]; [u; u
]+]+ D[d67] ON
27 ivS[[u; v  u]; [u; v  u]+]+ D[d36] ON
28 [u; v  u]2+ D[d4] ON
29 (2,2,0,0,0,0,0) v D(v  u)2v D D[d146] E
30 [v D; (v  u)]2 D[d128] ON
31 v Du2v D D[d149] E
32 [v D; u]2 D[d133] ON
33 D(v  u)2D D[d147] ON
34 [D; (v  u)]2 D[d135] ON
35 v D[v  u; u]+D + h:c: D[d148]] E
36 [D; [v D; [v  u; u]+]] F E
37 [D; [D; [u
; u]+]] F E
38 [u; [u; [D
;D]+]] F E
39 [D; [D; [u
; u]+]+]+ F E
40 iv[S D; [D; [u ; u]]+]+ F E
41 iv[D; [D; [u; S  u]+]]+ F E
42 iv[D; [D; [u; S  u]+]+] F E
43 iS[v D; [D; [u ; u]]+]+ F E
44 iS[D; [D ; [u; v  u]+]]+ F E
45 iS[D; [D ; [u; v  u]+]+] F E
46 ivS[D; [D; [u; u
]]] D[d179] E
47 ivS[D; [D; [u; u
]]+]+ F E
48 ivSv D[v  u; u]D + h:c: D[d176] E
49 ivS[D; [v D; [u; v  u]]] F E




52 ivS[D; [D; u
2]]+ F E
53 ivS[D; [D ; (v  u)2]]+ F E
54 [v  u; [[v D; v  u]; v D]]+ D[d129] ON
55 [v D; [[v D; v  u]; v  u]]+ D[d138] E
56 [u; [[v D; u]; v D]]+ D[d134] ON
29
Table 1: continued
i (m;n; p; q) Terms F(Finite) E
D(Divergent)[di] ON
57 [v D; [[v D; u]; u]]+ D[d142] E
58 [v  u; [[D; v  u];D]]+ D[d131] ON
59 [D; [[D
; v  u]; v  u]]+ D[d141] ON




 ]]+ D[d143] E
62 [D; [[D; u
]; u ]+] F E
63 [D; [[D; u
]+; u
 ]+]+ F E
64 [D; [[D; u
]; u ]]+ D[d145] E
65 [D; [[D; u
]+; u
 ]] F E
66 [u; [D; [D
; u ]]+] F ON
67 [u; [D; [D
; u ]]]+ F ON
68 [u; [[D
; v  u]; v D]]+ D[d130] E
69 [v D; [[D; v  u]; u]]+ D[d144] E
70 [[D; v  u]; [v D; u]]+ D[d132] ON
71 [D; [[v D; u]; v  u]]+ D[d140] E
72 [D; [[v D; u]+; v  u]] F E
73 [D; [[v D; u]+; v  u]+]+ F E
74 [v D; [u; [D; v  u]]+] F E
75 [v D; [u; [D; v  u]]]+ F E
76 [D; [[D; u
 ]+; u
]] F E
77 [D; [[D; u
 ]; u]]+ D[d123] E
78 [D; [[D; u
 ]+; u
]+]+ F E
79 [D; [[D; u
 ]; u]+] F E
80 [u; [[D; u
 ];D]+] F ON
81 [u; [[D; u
 ];D]]+ F ON
82 [D; [[v D; v  u]+; u]] F ON
83 [D; [[v D; v  u]; u]]+ D[d139] ON
84 [D; [[v D; v  u]+; u]+]+ F ON
85 [D; [[v D; v  u]; u]+] F ON
86 [u; [[v D; v  u];D]+] F ON
87 [u; [[v D; v  u];D]]+ F ON
88 [v D; [[u;D]+; v  u]+]+ F E
89 [v D; [[u;D]; v  u]]+ F E
30
Table 1: continued
i (m;n; p; q) Terms F(Finite) E
D(Divergent)[di] ON
90 iv[D; [[D ; u]; S  u]] F E
91 iv[D; [[D ; u]+; S  u]+] F E
92 iv[D; [[D ; u]+; S  u]]+ F E
93 iv[D; [[D ; u]; S  u]+]+ F E
94 iv[D ; [[D; S  u]; u]+]+ F E
95 iv[D ; [[D; S  u]+; u]+] F E
96 iv[D ; [[D; S  u]+; u]+] F E
97 iv[D ; [[D; S  u]; u]] F E
98 iS[D; [[D; u]; v  u]] F E
99 iS[D; [[D; u]+; v  u]+] F E
100 iS[D; [[D; u]+; v  u]]+ F E
101 iS[D; [[D; u]; v  u]+]+ F E
102 iS[D ; [[D; v  u]+; u]]+ F E
103 iS[D ; [[D; v  u]+; u]+] F E
104 iS[D ; [[D; v  u]; u]] F E
105 iS[D ; [[D; v  u]; u]+]+ F E
106 iv[D; [[S D; u]; u]] F E
107 iv[D; [[S D; u]+; u]+] F E
108 iv[D; [[S D; u]; u]+]+ F E
109 iv[D; [[S D; u]+; u]]+ F E
110 iS[D; [[v D; u]; u]] F E
111 iv[S D; [[D; u]+; u]]+ F E
112 iv[S D; [[D; u]+; u]]+ F E
113 iv[S D; [[D; u]+; u]+] F E
114 iv[S D; [[D; u]; u]] F E
115 iS[D; [[v D; u]+; u]]+ F E
116 iS[D; [[v D; u]; u]+]+ F E
117 iS[[D; u]; [v D; u]+]+ D[d188] E
118 iS[v D; [[D; u]; u ]+]+ F E
119 iS[v D; [[D; u]+; u ]]+ F E
120 iS[v D; [[D; u]+; u ]]+ F E
121 iS[v D; [[D; u]; u ]] F E
122 ivS[D; [[D ; u
]; u]] F E
123 ivS(v D)2[u; u] F E
124 ivSD
2[u; u ] F E
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Table 1: continued
i (m;n; p; q) Terms F(Finite) E
D(Divergent)[di] ON
125 ivS[D; [[D ; u
]+; u]+] F E
126 ivS[D; [[D ; u
]; u]+]+ F E
127 ivS[D; [[D ; u
]+; u]]+ F E
128 ivS[u; [[D ; u
]+;D]]+ F E
129 ivS[u; [[D ; u
]+;D]+] F E
130 ivS[D; [[D ; v  u]; v  u]] F E
131 ivS[D; [[D ; v  u]+; v  u]+] F E
132 ivS[D; [[D ; v  u]; v  u]+]+ F E
133 ivS[D; [[D ; v  u]+; v  u]]+ F E
134 ivS[v  u; [[D ; v  u]+; u]]+ F E
135 ivS[v  u; [[D ; v  u]+; u]+] F E
136 ivS[D; [[D; u ]; u
]] F E
137 ivS[D; [[D; u ]+; u
]+] F E
138 ivS[D; [[D; u ]; u
]+]+ F E
139 ivS[D; [[D; u ]+; u
]]+ F E
140 ivS[D; [[D; u]; u
 ]+]+ F E
141 ivS[D; [[D; u]+; u
 ]]+ F E
142 ivS[D; [[D; u]+; u
 ]+] F E
143 ivS[D; [[D; u]; u
 ]] F E
144 ivS[D; [[v D; u]; v  u]] D[d166] E
145 ivS[[D; v  u]; [v D; u]] D[d163] ON
146 ivS[D; [[v D; u]; v  u]+]+ D[d172] E
147 ivS[v D; [[D; v  u]; u]] Dd164] E
148 ivS[D; [[v D; u]+; v  u]]+ F E
149 ivS[D; [[v D; u]+; v  u]+] F E
150 ivS[v D; [[D; v  u]+; u ]+] F E
151 ivS[v D; [[D; v  u]+; u ]]+ F E
152 ivS[D; [[D; u ]; u
]] F E
153 ivS[D; [[D; u ]+; u
]+] F E
154 ivS[D; [[D; u ]; u
]+]+ F E




i (m;n; p; q) Terms F(Finite) E
D(Divergent)[di] ON
156 ivS[D; [[D; u
]; u ]] F E
157 ivS[D; [[D; u
]+; u ]+] F E
158 ivS[D; [[D; u
]+; u ]]+ F E
159 ivS[D; [[D; u
]; u ]+]+ F E
160 ivS[v D; [[D; u ]; v  u]] D[d165] E
161 ivS[[v D; v  u]; [D; u ]] D[d162] ON
162 ivS[v D; [[D; u ]; v  u]+]+ D[d173] E
163 ivS[v D; [[D; u ]+; v  u]]+ F E
164 ivS[v D; [[D; u ]+; v  u]+] F E
165 ivS[D; [[v D; v  u]; u]] D[d171] E
166 ivS[D; [[v D; v  u]+; u ]]+ F E
167 ivS[D; [[v D; v  u]+; u ]+] F E
168 ivS[u; [[D
; u ];D]] D[d170] ON
169 ivS[[D; u]; [D
; u ]] D[d169] ON
170 ivS[D; [[D
; u]; u ]+]+ D[d175] E
171 ivS[D; [[D
; u]+; u ]]+ F E
172 ivS[u; [[D
; u ]+;D]]+ F E
173 ivS[D; [[D
; u]+; u ]+] F E
174 ivS[u; [[v D; u]; v D]] D[d168] ON
175 ivS[[v D; u]; [v D; u]] D[d167] ON
176 ivS[v D; [[v D; u]; u ]+]+ D[d174] E
177 ivS[v D; [[v D; u]+; u ]]+ F E
178 ivS[u; [[v D; u]+; v D]+] F E
179 ivS[v D; [[v D; u]+; u ]+] F E
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i (m;n; p; q) Terms F(Finite) E
D(Divergent)[di] ON
180 (2,0,1,0,0,0,0) [D; [D
; +]] D[d158] E
181 D+D
 D[d160] E
182 v D+v D D[d159] E
183 [v D; [v D; +]] D[d157] E
184 ivS[D; [D; +]+] F E
185 (1,1,0,1,0,0,0) i[v D; [v  u; −]]+ F E
186 i[v D; [v  u; −]+] F E
187 i[v  u; [v D; −]]+ F ON
188 i[D; [u
; −]]+ F E
189 i[u; [D
; −]]+ F ON
190 i[D; [u
; −]+] F E
191 vS[D; [u ; −]]; F E
192 vS[u; [D ; −]]; F ON
193 vS[D; [u; −]+]+ F E
194 (0,2,1,0,0,0,0) u+u
 F ON
195 u2+ D[d10] ON
196 v  u+v  u F ON
197 (v  u)2+ D[d13] ON
198 ivS[[u; u]; +]+ D[d51] ON
199 (0,0,2,0,0,0,0) 2+ D[d21] ON

















 ] D[d52] ON
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i (m;n; p; q) Terms F(Finite) E
D(Divergent)[di] ON
206 (2,0,0,1,0,0) i[D; [F+ ;D
 ]]+ D[d155] E
207 vSv DF+v D D[d183] E






; [F+;D]]+ F E
211 iv[[F+ ; v D];D]+ D[d153] E
212 iv [v D; [D; F+ ]+] F E
213 iv [F+ ; [D
; v D]+] F E
214 vSv
[[F+; v D];D] F E
215 vSv
v DF+D+h.c. D[d185] E




217 v[S D; [F+ ;D]] F E
218 [S D; [F+v;D]+]+ F E




220 S[v D; [F+ ;D]] F E











 + D[d55] ON













i (m;n; p; q) Terms F(Finite) E
D(Divergent)[di] ON
229 (0,2,0,0,1,0,0) i[u; [F
+
 ; u ]]+ F ON
230 i[[u; u ]; F
+  ]+ F ON
231 vSF
+
(v  u)2 D[d43] ON
















 ] F ON
237 iv[[F+ ; u
]; v  u]+ F ON
238 vSv
[F+; [v  u; u]] D[d46] ON
239 vSv
[[F+; v  u]+; u ]+ D[d49] ON
240 vSv
[[F+; u]; v  u]+ D[d48] ON
241 vSv
[[v  u; u]+; F+ ]+ F ON
242 v[[S  u; F+ ]+; u]+ D[d28] ON
243 v[F
+
 ; [S  u; u]] D[d26] ON
244 v[S  u; [F+ ; u]] D[d29] ON








247 S[[v  u; F+ ]+; u]+ F ON
248 S[F
+
 ; [v  u; u]] F ON











i (m;n; p; q) Terms F(Finite) E
D(Divergent)[di] ON
252 (2,0,0,0,0,1) i[D; [v(s) ;D
]]+ F E
253 vSv Dv(s) v D D[d186] E
254 vS[v D; [v(s) ; v D]] D[d182] E
255 vS[D
; [v(s) ;D]] F E
256 vS[D
; [v(s) ;D]+]+ F E
257 iv[[D ; v(s) ]; v D]+ D[d151] E
258 vSv
[[v(s) ; v D];D]+ D[d152] E
259 vSv
[v(s) ; [v D;D]+]+ F E
260 v[S D; [v(s) ;D]] F E
261 v[S D; [v(s) ;D]+]+ F E
262 S[v D; [v(s) ;D]] F E
263 S[v
(s)








2 + h.c. F E
266 (0,2,0,0,0,0,1) vSv
(s)
 (v  u)2 D[d44] ON
267 vSv
(s)
 [u ; u
]+ F ON
268 ivv(s) [u
 ; v  u] F ON
269 vSv
v(s) [v  u; u]+ F ON
270 vv
(s)
 [S  u; u]+ D[d27] ON
271 Sv
(s)






; u] F ON
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Table 2: The Allowed O(q4; 2n+1) Terms
i (m;n; p; q) Terms F(Finite) E
D(Divergent)[di] ON
274 (3,1,0,0,0,0,0) i[D; [v D; [D; S  u]]]+ D[d191] E
275 i[v D; [D; [D; S  u]+]] F E
276 i[D; [D
; [v D; S  u]]]+ F E
277 i[S D; [v D; [D; u]]]+ F ON0
278 i[v D; [S D; [D; u]+]] F E
279 i[D; [v D; [S D; u]]]+ F E
280 i[v D; [D[S D; u]+]] F E
281 i[D; [S D; [v D; u]+]+]+ F E
282 i[D; [S D; [v D; u]+]] F E
283 i[D; [S D; [D; v  u]+]] F E
284 i[D; [S D; [D; v  u]+]+]+ F E
285 i[S D; [D; [v D; u]]]+ F E
286 i[S D; [D; [D; v  u]]]+ F E
287 i[v D; [S D; [D; u]+]+]+ F E
288 i[S D; [v D; [v D; v  u]]]+ D[d189] E
289 i[v D; [S D; [v D; v  u]+]] F ON
290 i[v D; [S D; [v D; v  u]+]+]+ F ON
291 i[v D; [v D; [S D; v  u]+]] D[d194] E
292 iD[v D; S  u]+D D[d196] E
293 i[D; [D
; [S D; v  u]]]+ F E
294 i[v D; [v D; [v D; S  u]]]+ D[d190] E
295 i[S  u; (v D)3]+ D[d193] ON0
296 iv D[v D; S  u]+v D D[d195] E
297 [D; [D; [D; u]+]+] F E
298 [D; [D; [D; u]]+]+ F E
299 [D; [D; [D; u]+]]+ F E
300 v[D; [D ; [v D; u]]+]+ D[d72] ON
301 v[D; [D ; [v D; u]+]]+ F E
302 v[D; [D ; [v D; u]+]+] F E
303 v[D; [D ; [D; v  u]]+]+ F ON
304 v[D; [D ; [D; v  u]+]]+ F ON
305 v[D; [D ; [D; v  u]+]+] F ON
306 v[v D; [D; [D ; u]+]]+ F E
307 v[v D; [D; [D ; u]+]+] F E
308 v[[v D;D]+; [D ; u]+] F E
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i (m;n; p; q) Terms F(Finite) E
D(Divergent)[di] ON
309 v[u; [D ; [v D;D]+]+] F E
310 (1,3,0,0,0,0,0) i[v  u; u]+; [u; S D]+]+ D[d84] ON0
311 i[[D; S  u]; [v  u; u]]+ D[d81] ON
312 i[S  u; [D; [u; v  u]]]+ F ON
313 i[D; [S  u; [u; v  u]]]+ F E
314 i[v  u; [u; [D; S  u]]]+ F ON
315 i[u; [v  u; [D; S  u]]]+ F ON
316 i[[v  u; S  u]; [D; u]+] F ON0
317 i[u; [D
; [S  u; v  u]]]+ F ON
318 i[D; [u
; [S  u; v  u]]]+ E ON
319 i[S  u; [v  u; [D; u]]]+ F ON
320 i[v  u; [S  u; [D; u]]]+ F ON
321 i[[v  u; u]; [S D; u]+] F ON0
322 i[u; [S D; [u; v  u]]]+ F ON
323 i[[S D; [u; [u; v  u]]]+ F E
324 i[v  u; [u; [S D; u]]]+ F ON
325 i[u; [v  u; [S D; u]]]+ F ON
326 i[u2; [v  u; S D]+]+ D[d83] ON0
327 i[[u; S  u]; [v D; u]+] F ON0
328 i[v D; [u; [S  u; u]]]+ F ON
329 i[u; [v D; [S  u; u]]]+ F ON
330 i[S  u; [u; [v D; u]]]+ F ON
331 i[u; [S  u; [v D; u]]]+ F ON
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i (m;n; p; q) Terms F(Finite) E
D(Divergent)[di] ON
332 i[u2; [S  u; v D]+]+ D[d85] ON0
333 i[[v  u; S  u]; [v D; v  u]]+ D[d82] ON0
334 i[[v  u; S  u]+; [v D; v  u]+]+ F ON0
335 i[v D; [v  u; [S  u; v  u]]]+ F E
336 i[v  u; [v D; [S  u; v  u]]]+ F ON
337 i[S  u; [v  u; [v D; v  u]]]+ F ON
338 i[v  u; [S  u; [v D; v  u]]]+ F ON
339 [u; [u; [D; u]]+]+ F ON
340 [D; [u; [u; u]]+]+ F E
341 v[v D; [u; [u ; u]]+]+ D[d6] E
342 v[u; [u ; [v D; u]]+]+ F E
343 v[u; [u ; [D; v  u]]+]+ F ON
344 v[D; [v  u; [u; u]]+]+ D[d67] ON
345 v[v  u; [u; [u ;D]]+]+ D[d71] ON
346 v[[D; u ]; [u; v  u]+]+ D[d69] ON
347 v[u; [D ; [v  u; u]]+]+ F ON
348 v[u; [D ; [v  u; u]]] F ON
349 v[u; [v  u; [u;D]]+]+ D[d70] ON
350 v[u; [v  u; [u;D]]] F ON
351 v[u; [v  u; [u;D]+]]+ F ON
352 v[D; [u ; [v  u; u]+]+] F ON
353 v[D; [u ; [v  u; u]]] F ON
354 i[v  u; u]+S  uD+h.c. D[d87] E
355 i[v  u; S  u]+uD+h.c. D[d88] E
356 i[u; S  u]+v  uD+h.c. D[d89] E
357 i[u; S  u]+uv D+h.c. D[d86] E
358 i[v  u; S  u]+v  uv D+ h.c. D[d91] E
359 i[(v  u)2; [v  u; S D]+]+ D[d92] ON0
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i (m;n; p; q) Terms F(Finite) E
D(Divergent)[di] ON
360 i[S D; (v  u)3]+ F E
361 i[D; [v  u; [S  u; u]]]+ F E
362 i[v  u; [D; [S  u; u]]]+ F E
363 i[S  u; [u; [D; v  u]]]+ F ON
364 i[u; [S  u; [D; v  u]]]+ F ON
365 i[v  u; [v  u; [v  u; S D]]]+ F ON
366 i[(v  u)2; [S  u; v D]+]+ D[d90] ON
367 i[[u; v  u]; [S D; u]]+ D[d80] ON
368 i[[u; S  u]; [D; v  u]]+ D[d79] ON
369 (2,0,0,1,0,0,0) [S D; [v D; −]]+ F E
370 (0,2,0,1,0,0,0) [S  u; [v  u; −]]+ F ON
371 (1,1,1,0,0,0,0) i[[v D; S  u]+; +]+ D[d117] E
372 i[[S D; v  u]+; +]+ D[d118] E
373 (1,1,0,0,1,0,0) v[[F+ ;D
 ]; S  u]+ D[d105] ON
374 v[D ; [F+ ; S  u]+] D[d110] E
375 v[F+ ; [D
 ; S  u]]+ D[d113] ON
376 v[S D; F+ ]; u]+ D[d106] ON
377 v[S D; [F+ ; u ]]+ F E
378 v[F+ ; [u
 ; S D]]+ D[d114] ON
379 S[[F+ ;D
]; v  u]+ D[d104] ON
380 S[F+ ; [D
 ; v  u]]+ D[d103] ON
381 S[D; [F+ ; v  u]]+ D[d109] E
382 S[F+ ; [v D; u]]+ D[d102] ON
383 S[u; [F+ ; v D]]+ D[d100] E
384 S[v D; [F+ ; u ]]+ D[d107] E
385 v[S][F+ ; [D
; u]]+ D[d66] ON
386 v[S][[F+ ; u];D
]+ D[d111] E
387 v[S][[F+ ;D
]; u]+ D[d112] ON
388 i[F+ ; [D; u]] F ON
389 i[[F+ ; u];D] F E
390 i[D; [F
+
 ; u]+]+ F E
391 iv[F
+
 ; [v D; u]] D[d73] ON
392 iv[v D; [F+ ; u]+]+ D[d75] E
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i (m;n; p; q) Terms F(Finite) E
D(Divergent)[di] ON
393 iv[[v D; F+ ]; u] D[d74] ON
394 v[S][F+ ; v D]; v  u]+ D[d99] ON
395 v[S][F+ ; [v D; v  u]]+ D[d101] ON
396 v[S][v D; [F+ ; v  u]]+ D[d108] ON
397 iv[F
+
 ; [D; v  u]] F E
398 iv[[F
+
 ; v  u]+;D]+ D[d76] E
399 iv[D; [F
+
 ; v  u]] F E
400 ivv
[F+; [D ; u]] F ON
401 ivv




; u]] F E
403 (1,1,0,0,0,0,1) v[[v(s) ;D
]; S  u]+ D[d95] ON
404 v[v(s) ; [D
; S  u]]+ D[d96] ON
405 v[S D; v(s) u] F E
406 v[[v(s) ; S D]+; u ] F E
407 Sv(s) [D
; v  u] F ON
408 S[[v(s) ;D
 ]; v  u]+ F E
409 S[[v(s) ; v D]; u]+ D[d93] ON
410 S[v(s) ; [u
 ; v D]]+ D[d97] ON
411 v[S][D; v(s) u] F ON
412 v[S][[v(s) ;D
]+; u] F ON
413 v[S][[v(s) ; v D]; v  u]+ D[d94] ON
414 v[S][v(s) ; [v D; v  u]]+ D[d98] ON
415 i[D; v
(s)
 u]+ F ON
416 iv[v
(s)
 u; v D]+ D[d77] E
417 iv[v
(s)
 v  u;D]+ F E
418 ivv
[v(s)u ;D]+ F E
419 (0,0,0,1,1,0,0) iv[S]F+− F ON
420 (0,0,0,1,0,0,1) iv[S]v(s) − F ON
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